
People-Powered Blockchain.
The Blockchain revolution is about to begin, powered by 

the TR Finance Blockchain
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DISCLAIMER

You accept the risks associated with the crypto, transactions, and 
private keys when using TR Finance Token, website, or ecosystem. 
With the TR Finance Token, you agree to the following risks:

● Cryptocurrencies are high-risk investments and highly volatile 
Cryptocurrency may become even worthless. From the time of 
purchasing the TR Finance Token till the time you get the 
cryptocurrency delivered to your wallet, the TR Finance Token 
value can be higher or lower than at the time of purchase. You are 
aware of these risks and agree that the TR Finance Token

● Before you invest, make your own research. If you have concerns 
please ask your financial advisor.

● We do not guarantee or warrant, and accept no legal liability 
direct or indirect, consequential, compensatory, incidental, actual, 
exemplary, punitive, or special (including but not limited to lost 
capital, profits, loss of revenue, or third-party loss foreseeable or 
otherwise, trading losses or damages, data, use, goodwill or other 
intangible losses) as the result of its ecosystem activities arising 
from or connected to the accuracy, reliability, currency, or 
completeness of any material in this whitepaper notwithstanding 
any negligence, default or lack of care, is disclaimed.

● Cryptocurrency transaction is irreversible. If you make a mistake 
sending TR Finance Token to the wrong address or using the 
wrong network deposit address, your funds will be lost.

● If you lose your private keys we can’t help you to recover your 
funds. You are aware of the risks associated with private keys. 
You agree that if you lose your private keys the funds will be lost.



INTRODUCTION

•TRFinance is not just a basic project that is
working like others. Deploying an exchange,
launching a token, building a p2p platform,
then endorsing our project. We used to do all
these things, but along with we are coming with
something exceptional. This is why we are
launching our token on Binance. You have
heard Binance is one of the largest
cryptocurrency exchanges globally.

•TR Finance is a BEP-20 based token. The token
has the potential to hit economic heights. It is
very easy to trade on our official exchange.

are listing our token on most-
exchanges- pancakeswap, Bankcex

Soon, we  
renowned 
etc.



OUR VISION

• Our mission is to create a decentralized platform where
people can trade freely without any intermediaries and
is fully secure due to its unownable nature, so we will
launch our own decentralized wallet named TR Finance
Wallet.

• It is the beginning of a new era for decentralized
communities. TRSwap will serve as the crucial point of
contact between the decentralized world and 
communities when the time is right (because

global  
good

things cannot be rushed).
• For providing a safe and secure ecosystem to our

community we’ll launch our own exchange named TR
Exchange in this we’ll provide all features like spot
trading , p2p , staking and many more later on we’ll
launch our own Blockchain so that people can be able to
do transactions in low cost this will help a lot and
ecosystem will be built.



REACHING OUR GOAL 
STEP BY STEP

We are launching a website to spread the word about the crypto 
sector. Our team is developing a website full of information 
about the project. Our team comes up with new projects to take 
cryptography into a new era. And the most important thing we 
want to share with you is that "Cryptocurrency is the future".
Therefore, anyone who believes cryptography will be banned 
soon is mistaken. The whole thing is a myth. It is a digital future 
currency used for trading, shopping, and other activities.

As you may already know, Blockchain technology is also used 
by companies in the IT and Banking sector. Soon, they began 
trading cryptocurrencies. Similar to releasing an official token to 
assist traders. Our tokens have gained a lot of attention on 
Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other popular cryptocurrencies.

•Static - Analysis Source code scannings by static analysis 
tools.
On-chain monitor - A complete overview of social growth and 
other sentiment variables
•Social sentiments - A complete overview of social growth and 
other sentiment variables



Launch On 
PancakeSwap

PancakeSwap is the largest decentralized exchange. This is a
great addition to the decentralized finance platform called Defi.
Since 2020, the exchange has become increasingly popular.
Decentralized exchange based on Binance Smart Chain 
protocols. This is also known as the largest AMM on the BSC 
network. With this DEX, tokens can be exchanged, yield farming 
is possible, and stakes can be done.



PROMOTION STRATEGY

● Influencer marketing has experienced unprecedented 
growth in recent years. What if you want to give your brand 
marketing efforts more muscle? Influencer marketing is 
effective, there is no doubt about that.

● New cryptocurrencies have been popping up frequently to 
take advantage of the hype. There is a focus on
well-known crypto coins like Bitcoin and Memecoin in this 
game. This will spike cryptocurrencies to new heights.

● Besides, it brings the trust factor to the marketing club. 
Many companies are using social media influencers to 
promote their crypto coins. Similarly, TR Finance is also 
approaching crypto influencers on platforms to endorse our 
coin.



TOKEN INFORMATION

Token Name :TR FINANCE 

ContractAddress:

0x0B41CF40ef9029E394F458D1f63321631d7eD8Df
Symbol: TRF 

Decimal: 18

Network: BNB Smart Chain (BSC)



TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

TOKENMICS OF TR FINANCE
Total Supply 0.025 billion

● 40% Other Exchange & Listing

● 25% PancakeSwap Liquidity

● 15% Dev Wallet

● 10% Team

● 10% Virtual Marketing



TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Total Tax 6%
● 2% Autoreward
● 2% Auto Liquidity
● 1% Buyback
● 1% Marketing



ROADMAP



THANK YOU
TEAM TR FINANCE
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